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ABSTRACT

This Article deploys the new business practice of automated video interviewing as a case study to illuminate the limitations of traditional employment antidiscrimination laws. Employment antidiscrimination laws are inadequate to address the unlawful discrimination attributable to emerging workplace technologies which gatekeep employment opportunities. The Article maintains that the practice of automated video interviewing is based on shaky or unproven social scientific principles that disproportionately impact racial minorities. In this way, the practice of automated video interviewing is analogous to the pseudoscience of phrenology, which enabled societal and economic exclusion through the legitimization of eugenicist and racist attitudes. After parsing the limitations of traditional antidiscrimination law to curtail emerging workplace technologies such as video interviewing, this Article argues that ex ante legal regulations, such as those derived from the late Professor Joel Reidenberg’s Lex Informatica framework, may be more effective than ex post remedies derived from the traditional employment antidiscrimination law regime.

The Article argues that one major benefit of applying a Lex Informatica framework to video interviewing is developing legislation that considers the technology’s capabilities rather than how actors intend to use it. In the case of automated hiring, such an approach would mean actively using the Uniform Guideline on Employee Selection Procedures to govern the design of automated hiring systems. For example, the guidelines could dictate design features for the collection of personal information and treatment of content. Other frameworks, such as Professor Pamela Samuelson’s “privacy as trade secrecy” approach could govern design features for how information from automated video interviewing systems may be transported and shared. Rather than reifying techno-solutionism, a focus on the technological capabilities of automated decision-making systems offers the opportunity for regulation to start at inception, which in turn could affect the design and development of the technology. This is a preemptive approach that sets standards for how the technology will be used and is a more proactive legal approach than merely addressing the negative consequences of the technology after they have occurred.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Jessica Clements, a job applicant with a visual impairment, had this to say about their automated video interview: “I couldn’t read the questions, I had to zoom in. And when it flipped to the front-facing camera, it was actually really distracting.” Alex Huang, a job applicant and non-native English speaker, suspects he lost several job opportunities because automated video interviewing is prevalent in his job industry, financial services. He believes that although he speaks fluent English, automated video interview systems had trouble understanding his tone and syntax. He finally got his current job position by insisting on an interview conducted by a human rather than an AI system.

As AI-based video interviewing continues to grow as a prominent recruiting tool, it is critical to examine how such workplace technologies could serve as end runs against employment antidiscrimination laws such as Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Americans with Disabilities Act.

This Article deploys automated video interviewing as a case study to consider the limitations of traditional employment antidiscrimination laws in addressing unlawful discrimination—particularly when such discrimination has been mediated by emerging workplace technologies such as automated hiring programs. In another law review article, I have noted how the adoption of automated technologies for hiring represents a paradox. The quandary is that automated technologies, which are often adopted as antibias interventions, have often been found to not only replicate the bias they were designed to address, but also to produce new forms of discrimination.

---

2. Telephone interview with Alex Huang (Aug. 6, 2020).
3. Id.
4. Id.
8. See generally Ifeoma Ajunwa, The Paradox of Automation as Anti-Bias Intervention, 41 CARDOZO L. REV. 1671, 1679 (2021) (arguing that existing disparate impact legal frameworks are inadequate to address algorithm-based discrimination and advocating for a discrimination per se cause of action under Title VII, which would allow plaintiffs to “assert that a hiring practice . . . is so egregious as to . . . shift the burden of proof . . . to the defendant . . . to show that its practice is non-discriminatory.”).
meant to evade but, in fact, also amplify it. Confounding the issue is that the deployment of technology intermediaries renders bias both harder to discover and even more onerous to prove.

This Article is descriptive as it illuminates the legal problems associated with automated video interviewing as a business practice. The Article is also prescriptive as it charts a way towards redress that expands our understanding of available legal remedies. To do this, the Article brings together two important fields of legal literature, integrating law and technology scholarship and employment law scholarship. Employment law scholarship has often been preoccupied with ex post adversarial measures for addressing unlawful discrimination. Law and technology scholarship, on the other hand, has evolved to focus on ex ante collaborative methods such as auditing regimes and design features modification to address potential discrimination. In the case of emerging workplace technologies, such as video interviewing, this Article operates from the normative viewpoint that ex ante legal regulations, such as those derived from the late Professor Joel Reidenberg’s *Lex Informatica* framework, are more effective than ex post remedies derived from the traditional employment antidiscrimination law regime.

This Article proffers two important contributions. First, in line with my previous articles on emerging workplace technologies, it continues to challenge the received wisdom that AI technologies deployed in the workplace could be devoid of human bias. Not only have several real-world findings proven this assumption to be false, the nature and function of emerging AI technologies

---

9. Id.
10. See generally Ajunwa, supra note 7, at 639 (arguing that automated hiring technology furthers employment discrimination while masking such discrimination through opaque, unaccountable algorithms).
11. See Ajunwa, supra note 8, at 1685.
13. See Joel R. Reidenberg, *Lex Informatica: The Formulation of Information Policy Rules Through Technology*, 76 TEX. L. REV. 553, 581 (1998) (comparing some current legal policy areas to challenges faced by early merchants and arguing that the body of law created by those merchants, known as “Lex Mercatoria,” could be used to regulate information flows in the digital age); see also infra Part IV.
14. See Ajunwa, supra note 7, at 1671 (“A received wisdom is that automated decision-making serves as an anti-bias intervention. The conceit is that removing humans from the decision-making process will also eliminate human bias. The paradox, however, is that in some instances, automated decision-making has served to replicate and amplify bias.”); see also Ajunwa, supra note 7, at 679.
intimate that the opposite is true; there is convincing evidence that emerging workplace technologies can amplify, routinize, and obscure unlawful employment discrimination. Given this known sociotechnical phenomenon, it behooves policymakers to attend to the potential for unlawful discrimination occasioned by the use of these new technologies.

A second contribution of this Article is an invitation to policymakers and employment antidiscrimination law advocates to join in dialogue with law and technology scholars. Too often, law is conceptualized as if it exists in a vacuum, and inadequate attention is paid to societal forces. The Article invites the readers to contemplate how law and technology are co-constitutive. Much like the law holds the power to constrain technological innovations, similarly, the capabilities of emerging technologies should inform new legal regimes. Using automated video interviewing as case study, this Article adds to the growing legal scholarship on novel legal frameworks to address new controversies of law wrought by new technical inventions.

The roadmap for the Article is as follows: Part I charts the rise of automated video interviewing as a business practice rooted in the drive for efficiency in the hiring process. It also describes the phrenological origins of automated video interviewing. Part II tracks the limitations of legal protections
for applicants subjected to automated video interviewing by examining extant antidiscrimination laws found in Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), privacy law, and the Federal Credit Reporting Act (FCRA). Part III examines what applying a Lex Informatica framework to automated video interviewing might entail. It focuses on the treatment of content, personal information, and the preservation of ownership rights for data collected as part of the automated interviewing process.

II. AUTOMATED VIDEO INTERVIEWING AS AI-ENABLED PHRENOLOGY

This Part discusses the rise of video interviewing as a business practice. It also discusses the phrenological origins of automated video interviewing, the limitations of AI for facial analysis and emotion detection, and what this means for racial exclusion in the workplace.

A. THE RISE OF AUTOMATED VIDEO INTERVIEWING

Video interviewing without the use of artificial intelligence emerged as a field in the early 2000s with two companies: HireVue and Montage.19 According to VidCruiter CEO Sean Fahey, these companies “invented pre-recorded video interviewing, where people record at home while hiring managers were doing something else.”20 In its nascency, convenience was the driving force behind video interviewing. Employers would provide candidates with a set of standardized questions; candidates would then video record their answers to each question; then employers would review those answers to make hiring decisions. This system meant employers could better compare candidates and get multiple opinions while saving money and time on recruiter travel.21 Around the same time, other interview-focused hiring startups were in the works, such as GreenJobInterview which provided one of the first purpose-built, live video interview platforms before the age of Zoom.22

Since its inception, video interviewing has evolved to include the use of artificial intelligence. Asynchronous interviews recorded and sent via the internet have now become standard practice as opposed to mailing physical tapes. Starting in 2015, HireVue became one of the first to offer AI-based

20. Id.
22. VidCruiter, supra note 19.
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assessments. 23 HireVue’s assessments traditionally used vocal and facial analysis technology, drawing on “[a] database of about 25,000 pieces of facial and linguistic information,” to provide recruiters with a measure of a candidates potential job performance. 24 As of 2019, the algorithms assessed factors such as “a candidate’s tone of voice, their use of passive or active words, sentence length and the speed they talk,” and facial expressions such as “brow furrowing, brow raising, the amount eyes widen or close, lip tightening, chin raising and smiling.” 25 Although HireVue claims it discontinued use of its facial recognition technology as of 2021, 26 it continues to use linguistic analysis and there is no formal ban or rule preventing the reimplementation of facial recognition technology for automated hiring systems. 27 HireVue’s marriage of AI and video interviewing has become entrenched as a standard practice for recruitment. A 2020 study that analyzed the claims and practices of various algorithmic hiring companies found that one-third of the eighteen companies analyzed deployed video-based assessments. 28

Video interview adoption on the whole is rising alongside the integration of AI assessments. In 2011, a survey of 506 companies found that 47% were using video interviewing to speed up the hiring process, while another 22% responded they would consider video interviewing as a tool to recruit geographically diverse candidates. 29 A 2015 survey of 700 executives found


25. Id.


that 50% were using video interviews to “narrow the candidate pool.”

Significantly, these statistics report the state of video interviewing before AI-based assessments were introduced; recent reports suggest the industry has grown at rapid rates since the integration of this new AI-based assessment technology. As of 2018, 60% of organizations were using video interviews, a number which dramatically spiked in 2020 due to global shutdowns prompted by the COVID-19 pandemic. A 2020 Gartner HR survey reported that 86% of respondents were turning to new virtual interview technology to facilitate remote hiring. Data specific to industry leader HireVue shows that 733 corporations were using the platform as of 2021, the majority of which employed more than 10,000 employees and touted more than $1 billion a year in revenue. Computer software, health care, retail, and financial services industries ranked among the top users of HireVue’s services. The expansive reach of HireVue’s automated video hiring technology as a single platform warrants closer scrutiny. A serious consideration of AI-based video interview technology’s potentially discriminatory effects is necessary given the rapid adoption and scale of video interviewing. This need for scrutiny is heightened by the unproven validity of its AI-based predictions.

Such an examination is especially salient as anecdotal evidence suggests that the corporate frenzy to join the bandwagon of technological hiring comes at the expense of candidates who have the most to lose, such as racial minorities and applicants with disabilities. Even the average job candidate has decried the lack of autonomy and the depersonalization when the hiring decision hinges on AI-based video interview technology. A group of candidates interviewed by the Washington Post shared that they found the video interview process “alienating and dehumanizing.” Some candidates

32. GARTNER: NEWSROOM, supra note 31.
have even begun to distinguish between video interviews and “real” interviews, which they believe are more likely to lead to actual hiring decisions. A college graduate speaking to Slate magazine described feeling disappointed when she realized her interview was a taping to be reviewed by “an A.I. thing” as opposed to a conversation with a real recruiter. For some candidates, video interviews have come to represent part of the culling process of automated hiring rather than a meaningful opportunity to prove one’s qualifications.

For other candidates, the concern around video interview technology runs even deeper. Kat, a software engineering student also interviewed by Slate magazine, noted that video interviewing technology made her “[feel] like [she] was not valued as a human.” Also, as a Black woman, her concerns around dehumanization were exacerbated by her recognition that “A.I. is known to perpetuate bias against people of color or fail to recognize them at all.” Her friends and other professionals encouraged her to decline video interviews which used AI, which she reported was her plan going forward.

Individuals with disabilities have received the same advice from disability advocates and companies alike who believe video interview algorithms run the risk of screening out candidates with disabilities.

Although HireVue and some other video interview platforms claim to mitigate bias in their hiring systems, concerns for race, disability, and other types of discrimination do not seem unfounded. Not all companies engage in algorithm de-biasing efforts, and for those that do, it is not clear that those mitigation efforts are effective for catching all manifestations of bias in hiring algorithms. Given the presence of instances like Amazon’s proprietary screening tool that systematically discriminated against women, there is ample evidence of AI-based hiring technologies perpetuating discrimination in the past, and it is thus critical to identify the shortcomings of existing


37. Ajunwa, supra note 7, at 622–23.
38. Withers, supra note 36.
39. Id.
40. Id.
42. See Raghavan et al., supra note 28, at 477–78 (noting that simply using outcome based de-biasing to comply with the Title VII 4/5 rule may not effectively capture all forms of algorithmic discrimination).
43. See Dastin, supra note 15.
legislation in order to design a more robust, protective regulatory regime for automated video interviewing.

B. THE PHRENOLOGICAL ORIGINS OF AUTOMATED VIDEO INTERVIEWS

The problems with automated video interviewing are manifold. To fully comprehend the contours of the problem, a ground level examination of the origins of automated video interviewing is necessary. The premise that emotions or character may be surmised from the human face or facial expressions is part of the theoretical scaffolding for automated video interviewing. Scholars like Kate Crawford have characterized the thinking behind this premise as a “phrenological impulse”—the desire to entertain assumptions about an individual’s emotions and character merely from external appearances. Yet, there remains no scientific consensus that artificial intelligence systems are capable of accurately interpreting human emotions from facial expressions. In fact, one psychological study, conducted in 2019, found no strong evidence that artificial intelligence could accurately ascertain a person’s emotions solely from facial expressions. Yet, despite the lack of evidence to support the efficacy of automated video interviewing, this type of recruitment technology is rapidly becoming entrenched as part of hiring and recruitment efforts.

1. The History of Phrenology

Starting roughly in the 1800s, phrenology was the brainchild of German physiologist Dr. Franz Joseph Gall. Gall, a relatively “handsome man” who himself had a “broad ‘noble head,’” sought to transform the then somewhat informal field of psychology, the study of the human mind and its functions, into a true science. Gall rejected the traditional philosophical grounds for understanding the human brain, instead turning to what he considered to be concrete scientific data in order to create his own scientific hypothesis for

---


48. Id. (quoting NELSON SIZER, FORTY YEARS IN PHRENOLOGY 380–81 (1888)).
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inner workings of the mind—a field that would come to be known as phrenology. 49 Gall began his studies by observing animal and human behavior. He studied social structures, from “family life” to “jails and asylums,” intending to identify mankind’s “fundamental faculties” through an analysis of objective data. 50 At the center of Gall’s theory was the cerebral localization hypothesis. 51 Gall believed that the brain was divided into separate essential organs, each of which served a unique and essential function. 52 These functions extended not only to essential intellectual skills but also genetically coded for moral and emotional capabilities. 53 Thus, according to Gall’s hypothesis, one’s individual behavior and intellect was directly related to the development and structure of one’s physical brain anatomy. Gall in part rested his argument on an appeal to the specialization seen throughout nature: just as eyes serve a specialized function, just as ears serve a predetermined purpose, it followed logically, for Gall, that different regions of the brain would follow suit. 54 Gall based many of his “objective” scientific observations on anecdotal evidence. For example, Gall decided that those who “learn by heart” always feature “large prominent eyes.” 55 Gall concluded that there was a similar pattern with other physical traits corresponding to mental capacities. According to Gall, these observations soon led him to believe with certainty “that the difference in the form of heads is occasioned by the difference in the form of the brains.” 56 Also, these differences presented themselves by size. Any region of the brain that was more developed in an individual would be larger in size and would also feature more prominently in outward appearance. 57

Based upon his cerebral localization hypothesis, Gall conducted further pseudoscientific tests to arrive at a construction of no less than “twenty-seven fundamental faculties” located in different regions of the skull that explained human behavior. 58 Gall relied on “empirical observation” of numerous

49. Id.
50. Id. at 879.
51. Id.
52. Id.
53. Id.
54. Id.
55. Id. at 880.
56. Id.
57. Id.
58. Id. (enumerating Gall’s list of 27 faculties as follows: Amativeness, Philoprogenitiveness, Adhesiveness, Combativeness, Destructiveness, Secretiveness, Acquisitiveness, Self-Esteem, Love of Approbation, Cautiousness, Eventuality [and Individuality], Locality, Form, Vocabulary, Language, Coloring, Tune, Number, Constructiveness, Comparison, Causality, Wit, Idealitv, Benevolence, Imitation, Veneration, & Firmness).
individuals, depending heavily on correlation to associate some specific traits with particular regions of the brain.\textsuperscript{59} After identifying where they deemed particular faculties to reside in the brain, Gall and other phrenologists made value judgments concerning what each faculty meant for individual behaviors and personalities. Phrenologists took great care to isolate various faculties from others, describing the detailed nature of each region of the brain and the nuanced observations and implications used to determine each region’s independent relationship to behavior.\textsuperscript{60} Building on Gall’s work, Dr. Johann Spurzheim observed that the faculties Gall identified could be further divided into feelings and intellect, with subdivisions that created a detailed hierarchy and organizational framework within which to interpret phrenological findings.\textsuperscript{61}

Although the study of phrenology began in the late eighteen century, it did not gain prominence until 1815 when a review in the Edinburgh Review, a respected intellectual magazine of the time, condemned the newfound science as “utterly destitute of every qualification necessary for the conduct of a philosophical investigation.”\textsuperscript{62} Middle-class individuals, fascinated by this new and previously unknown theory, however, began to follow phrenologists’ findings despite backlash from the scientific community.\textsuperscript{63} In the eyes of the public at that time, Spurzheim had successfully refuted the Edinburgh Review’s critiques, and in 1820, the first phrenological society was formed in Edinburgh, Scotland.\textsuperscript{64} Phrenology’s popularity became a wave that swept from Britain to America. In 1838, the first meeting of the Phrenological Association convened; it was modeled on respected scientific associations which had excluded phrenology from its ranks.\textsuperscript{65} In phrenology, the “enthusiastic and the arrogant” found a “scientific” justification for personally held beliefs, from Christians to radicals and racists.\textsuperscript{66} The American “phrenological Fowlers” were a group of phrenology advocates who gave lectures, established institutions across the world, published new research, and even read heads for a fee.\textsuperscript{67} By 1844, the Fowlers’ publishing house was distributing phrenological research and

\textsuperscript{59} Id.
\textsuperscript{60} Id. at 882.
\textsuperscript{61} Id. at 883.
\textsuperscript{64} Id.
\textsuperscript{65} Id.
\textsuperscript{66} Id.
\textsuperscript{67} Id.
propaganda nationwide. Fowler philosophy, spearheaded by Lorenzo Niles Fowler and Samuel R. Wells, based their version of phrenology on the theories of George Combe. Though many original phrenologists viewed the Fowlers’ brand of phrenology as a deviated form, it was this brand that embedded itself in American social and legal institutions and which persisted despite scientific invalidation.

2. Phrenology in Law and Society

Phrenology in America embedded itself in both fashionable and legal society, no doubt thanks to the Fowlers’ work. In 1873, writer Mark Twain underwent a secret phrenological examination, wherein a phrenologist determined he had no sense of humor; interestingly, a few months later when Twain returned and publicly announced his well-known name, the phrenologist discovered Twain’s skull did in fact house an impressive bump of humor. Although inconsistencies such as those identified during Twain’s encounter were well known during the height of phrenology’s popularity, public opinion far outweighed scientific criticisms. Workplace evaluations and screening decisions deployed phrenology, with George Combe himself stating he “would never employ a clerk who had not a large coronal region.” Similar to many personality tests of the early twentieth century, employers occasionally used phrenology to determine an individual’s suitability for a given career; indeed, some employers would include particular phrenological profiles in their job solicitations. For example, in 1912, a phrenological evaluation of a seven-year-old suggested she was best suited for a career in medicine or teaching.

Phrenology also made its way into the American legal system: it informed theories of criminal law reform, it was a method by which jurists evaluated an individual’s culpability, and it was critically used as a “mitigating factor” during criminal sentencing. Phrenological evaluations were used to determine who

68. Id.
69. Id.
70. Id.
73. Id.
75. Goldhill, supra note 72.
76. Pustilnik, supra note 71, at 192–93.
may be at risk of committing a crime; some police departments used phrenology to typify criminals and arrest them, even in the absence of any evidence a crime had been committed. Even judges relied on phrenological evidence as fact in official judgments. In the 1853 murder trial *Farrer v. State*, the Ohio Supreme Court relied on phrenological evaluation to determine whether a housekeeper could be held liable for poisoning a youth. The judge presiding over the case ruled that the housekeeper was “remarkably ugly,” thus it was evident that she was both “criminally insane” and subject to “murderous impulses.” In 1840, a judge stated from the bench that “no man . . . would dispute that the brain . . . consists of distinct organs, each having a distinct function, and that power of function is influenced by organic size.” Phrenology even influenced the M’Naghten test for insanity, which assumes that an individual’s “ability to know right from wrong” is distinct from any mental disease they may suffer. This distinction was erroneously rooted in phrenology’s theory of separate, individually functioning mental organs; yet it nevertheless persisted in case law all the way until 1966—well after phrenology had fallen out of use.

By the 1950s, the field of phrenology was all but dead. Its demise began nearly as soon as its success. In 1838, at the same time the first phrenological society was called to order, scientists already had evidence that the brain did not actually house enough separate regions to allow each major personality trait its own organ. In fact, evidence at that time increasingly suggested that many parts of the brain must work in tandem to function. Eventually, scientists also came to realize that brain size had little to no correlation with intelligence or efficiency. Thus, for much of phrenology’s rise there was growing evidence of its invalidity.

Despite these challenges, the practice of phrenology persevered for over a century, embedded in social institutions and common thought. By 1888, the theory was so ingrained that the editors of *Encyclopædia Britannica* felt the need to publish a seven-page essay to refute the theory. Thus, it was not so much scientific evidence alone that finally led society to cast phrenology aside as

---

77. *Id.* at 192.
78. *Id.* at 193–194.
79. *Id.* at 194.
80. *Id.* at 193.
81. *Id.*
82. *Id.* at 194.
83. *Id.*
84. *Id.*
85. Morse, *supra* note 74.
Phrenology had never truly even been classified as a science. 86 It was instead a combination of changing social theories and norms paired with scientific evidence that resulted in genuine change. 87 Simply put, phrenology became “unfashionable.” 88 As Freudian psychoanalysis gained popularity in the early 1900s, people began to abandon the theory of fixed traits in favor of the more intriguing and mysterious influence of the unconscious mind. 89 Although the field of phrenology itself was eventually associated with “zealous extremists,” some of its influences lived on. 90 In the early twentieth century, the spirit of phrenology gave rise to the racially charged anthropological theory that Europeans were superior to other humans based on the shape and size of their skulls. 91 Advocates for this spin-off movement included Paul Broca, who went on to found the Anthropological Society in Paris circa 1859. 92

3. **Phrenology and AI**

As the pseudoscience of phrenology fell into disuse, its influence did not merely cease. Rather, its core ideologies evolved into new, more fashionable theories. Phrenology was based on the fundamental belief that human behavior is innate—that an individual is born with certain set behavioral tendencies and capabilities. 93 Thus, one conclusion is that, at its core, phrenology presupposes human behavior as quantifiable. Phrenology presupposes that a limited number of behavioral traits exist and that the prevalence of such traits in an individual was directly proportional to their physical characteristics. 94 Franz Gall had sought to create a system wherein individuals could be objectively measured through quantifiable observations that would allow for useful systematic comparison. Gall’s methods were of course flawed. 95 He based his science on judgments derived from normative comparisons and perceived value. 96 Although Gall’s motivation was to create an objective study of the human mind, the result was a theory that was at best pseudoscientific and, at worst, a subjective social tool used to reinforce a static social hierarchy and rationalize class inequality. 97 These ideologies,

86. van Wyhe, supra note 63.
87. Pustilnik, supra note 71, at 194.
88. van Wyhe, supra note 63.
89. Pustilnik, supra note 71, at 194.
90. van Wyhe, supra note 63.
91. Id.
92. Id.
93. Schlag, supra note 47, at 879.
94. Id.
95. Id.
96. Id.
97. Goldhill, supra note 72.
motivations, and social implications did not disappear when phrenology fell out of use.

The ideological goal to objectively understand human behavior morphed into the well-respected field of psychology, which has experienced its own evolutions over the past century. Phrenology (1840s) was subsumed into the science of behaviorism (1920s), which sought to understand human motivation through observable behavior as opposed to observable physical features.98 Cognitive psychology replaced behaviorism (1950s), which shifted focus from observable external behavior to observable brain functions in order to understand human traits such as perception, memory, problem-solving, and intelligence.99 While the scientific evidence has shifted and methods of scientific evidence have improved, there remain some parallels between phrenological theory and cognitive psychology’s focus on the brain’s inner structures.100

At the turn of the twenty-first century, a new product burst onto an already booming technology scene with the promise to improve efficiency in the hiring process: the digital interview.101 The digital interview initially presented a simple concept: allow individuals to access interview questions at home, prerecord their response, and save companies valuable time and resources.102 However, digital interview techniques have evolved into the present day automated video interviewing systems that do not merely passively record a candidate’s response.103 Rather, the systems are often the intermediate arbiters of the candidate’s character and job suitability.104 Today, the most popular and widely used of these technologies is HireVue, ranked one of the 500 fastest growing technology companies in 2018.105 Starting in 2013, HireVue began using AI to enhance the video interview process.106 HireVue’s systems measure candidates body language, tone, key words, and even, previously, facial expressions; the results come in the form of a single “employability score,”

99. Id.
100. Id.
101. VİDCRUTTER, supra note 19.
102. Id.
104. Id.
105. HIREVUE, supra note 46.
106. Feloni, supra note 103.
which is then ranked against other applicants. HireVue claims its technology removes bias from the hiring process by applying a single, objective algorithm to all candidates, allowing for a fair evaluation. Although in January of 2021, after criticism, HireVue announced that it will halt the use of facial analysis, it still retains the use of intonation and body language to make hiring decisions. Thus, some might consider HireVue’s system an iteration of phrenology.

Yet, in the same way that phrenology “scientifically” assessed individuals based on normative, anecdotal observations, video interview technology like HireVue’s measures candidates’ responses against a normative sample of individuals who are perceived to be successful at a given job. Companies such as HireVue collect “training data” in the form of interviews and performance records from existing high-performing employees at a given company. As training data, the traits exhibited by top performers are set as the variables that the automated systems will use to screen candidates. These traits are often nuanced—for example, better enunciation or simply leaning forward on the table could be traits that correlate to successful salespeople at a given company, rendering these as variables that the algorithm rewards. This type of training data reflects one of the most basic logical fallacies: correlation is not causation.

Furthermore, basing an employment decision on correlations may undermine the equal opportunity principle. For example, Amazon took a candidate screening technology it had developed out of service once it came to light that the technology disproportionately ranked men higher than women. One reason for this was that the technology, which operated on correlations, likely compared candidates to the traits commonly shared by top performers, and the top performers were overwhelmingly men. This is not because men were more competent but simply the result of past biases in recruitment that gave men a historical advantage. In this case, the averred objective scientific measurement was in actuality algorithmic processes reflecting societal biases—as the pseudoscience of phrenology had previously done.

108. Feloni, supra note 103.
109. Knight, supra note 27.
111. Id.
Akin to how phrenology sought to quantify human character through observable, physical traits, video interview technologies also seek to quantify and objectively understand human behavior as it relates to job success. An inherent underlying assumption of these technologies is that there exist observable, physical manifestations that give insight into the character and behavioral traits that define a successful individual. Video interviewing technology is purportedly motivated by objectivity, yet it ranks candidates based on judgments rooted in normative comparisons. The automated video interviewing algorithms are trained to search for certain traits deemed to be valuable, but these normative conclusions are based on samples of existing employees, and these samples are not random and may not be representative. Yet, society has uncritically embraced video interviewing technology much in the same way that it embraced phrenology. As of 2017, HireVue alone boasted more than 600 clients, many of them multinational corporations such as Unilever, Goldman Sachs, and Under Armor. Unfortunately, just like phrenological thinkers of the eighteenth century, early adopters of automated video interviewing have largely failed to consider the scientifically shaky foundations undergirding video interviewing technologies.

C. THE RACIAL IMPACT OF FACIAL AND EMOTION ANALYSIS

Although companies like HireVue claim to no longer use facial recognition, there have been no independent audits to substantiate such claims. Thus, it remains urgent to understand and redress the racial impact of both the facial and emotion analysis used for automated video interviews. In Mitigating Bias in Algorithmic Hiring: Evaluating Claims and Practices, Raghavan and his coauthors point to “[a] wave of studies [which have] shown that several commercially available facial analysis techniques suffer from disparities in error rates across gender and racial lines.” In 2018, Joy Buolamwini and Timnit
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Gebru examined the performance of facial analysis algorithms across four “intersectional subgroups” of males or females featuring lighter or darker skin. Buolamwini and Gebru found that algorithms designed to identify gender performed better on male faces as opposed to female and performed better on light faces as opposed to dark. Darker females were also the most misclassified of all groups. This troubling finding suggests that the facial analysis software that video interview algorithms employ may be less accurate when identifying job candidates of color and women.

This finding is further corroborated by Lauren Rhue, who found that the emotion analysis feature of two facial recognition algorithms “interprets emotions differently based on the person’s race.” One recognition software interpreted Black individuals as angrier than White individuals regardless of whether the individual was smiling; the other platform viewed Black individuals as more contemptuous than White individuals when their face featured an “ambiguous” expression, though “[a]s the players’ smile widens, the disparity disappears.” Thus, not only is facial recognition technology less accurate at identifying women and people with darker skin tones, it is also less accurate at interpreting emotions that individuals with dark skin express. Given video interviewing’s reliance on facial and emotion recognition technology, this disparity is troubling. In 2019, HireVue claimed their algorithm assessed such nuanced traits as “brow furrowing, brow raising, the amount eyes widen or close, lip tightening, chin raising and smiling.” However, AI is clearly unable to accurately identify and assess the meanings of these subtle facial movements for all groups. Thus, by building algorithms to rely on this inaccurate technology, video interview platforms are nearly guaranteeing discriminatory results.

For AI scholar Luke Stark, these discriminatory outcomes are not merely a byproduct of flawed design; rather, the racialization of the human face is integral to the mission of facial analysis. By “attach[ing] numerical values to the human face,” humans are necessarily being quantified and judged by classifiable visual signs—race foremost of all. Thus, for Stark, facial
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recognition technologies “both create and reinforce discredited categorizations around gender and race.” It is this observation that leads Stark to boldly claim “facial recognition is the plutonium of AI… anathema to the health of human society, and [something that should be] heavily restricted as result.”

Legal scholars like Woodrow Hartzog have also called for a wide ban on facial recognition technologies.

Interviews are the gateway to work and earning a livelihood, a fundamental human right. Incorporating facial and emotion recognition technology into the interview process means the interview process could become tainted by racialized bias. To date, millions of video interviews relying on facial and emotion analysis have been conducted. Although some platforms have claimed to discontinue the use of facial recognition technology, many automated systems still claim to act as emotion recognition systems.

D. THE PSEUDOSCIENCE OF EMOTION RECOGNITION

As succinctly put in Emotional Entanglement: China’s Emotion Recognition Market and Its Implications for Human Rights—a recent report on the background, uses, and ethical issues that underlie the use of emotion recognition technologies in China’s authoritarian state—“two fundamental assumptions undergird emotion recognition technologies: that it is possible to gauge a person’s inner emotions from their external expressions, and that such inner emotions are both discrete [that is quantifiable] and uniformly expressed across the world.” These core principles have historical precedent. In an examination of modern emotion-recognition technology, Rich Firth-Godbehere asserts that the roots of universal emotion theories trace all the way back to the Greek philosopher Aristotle and seventeenth century artist Charles Le Brun, a proponent of the controversial and since discredited racist
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field of physiognomy. In the late nineteenth century, Charles Darwin sought
to marry theories of universal emotions with the science of his day. Darwin
published *The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals* in 1872, an offshoot
of evolutionary theory that suggested “some kind of common evolutionary
ancestor” explained the parallels between “some instinctual actions” both
animals and humans express. However, it was not Darwin but mid-twentieth
century psychologist Paul Ekman whose research would lay the groundwork
for emotion recognition AI.

In the 1960s, Ekman laid the groundwork for “Basic Emotion Theory (BET)” around two primary theories. Firstly, Ekman, working in
conjunction with scientist Silvan Tomkins and Wallace Friesen, theorized that
there are “six basic emotions: happiness, anger, sadness, disgust, surprise, and
fear.” Conducting studies with a remote civilization in Papua New Guinea,
Ekman determined these emotions are consistent “across cultures.”
Ekman’s second theory concerned “micro expressions.” He believed that not
only are basic emotions universal but also that minute expressions, which
“occur briefly in response to stimuli, are signs of ‘involuntary emotional
leakage [which] exposes a person’s true emotions.’”

According to AI scholar Kate Crawford, this is the pseudoscience
underlying today’s emotion recognition AI. Crawford argues that the
marriage of Ekman’s theories with computer science was one of convenience:
“the six emotions Ekman described fit perfectly into the model of the
emerging field of computer vision.” Ekman’s theory was attractive because
it allowed emotions to be quantified and, in turn, allowed the quantification of
emotions to be “standardized and automated at scale.” However, this union
wholly ignored the mounting questions regarding the validity and accuracy of
Ekman’s theories.
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Since the twentieth century, scientists had already begun to suspect that theories of universal emotion expression were inaccurate.\textsuperscript{142} Anthropologist Margaret Mead was an early skeptic of this idea. Researching the people of a remote Samoan island in the 1920s, Mead concluded “that fundamental human experiences—including emotions—varied from culture to culture.”\textsuperscript{143} Ekman’s New Guinea studies appeared to challenge Mead’s conclusions. Yet, his research methods were later called into question. For one, the fact that it was later discovered that the subjects of Ekman’s study had in actuality previously interacted with Western researchers before, called into question the extent to which they were truly culturally isolated.\textsuperscript{144} Moreover, Ekman’s use of translators and photographs of exaggerated faces also called into question the accuracy of his findings; more recent research shows that emotions are harder to recognize when less exaggerated.\textsuperscript{145} Given Ekman’s flawed methodology, it is not clear his findings actually challenge Mead’s conclusions concerning cultural differences in human emotional expression.

Ekman’s theory of micro expressions has also been proven “to be both unreliable (due to [the] brevity and infrequency [of micro expressions]) and discriminatory.”\textsuperscript{146} This finding is particularly discrediting for video interviewing technology, which is known to rely on facial analysis that analyzes minute facial movements.\textsuperscript{147} Another study found that facial expressions and the universal emotions that supposedly underlie them are “only weakly associated” at best.\textsuperscript{148} Furthermore, in perhaps one of the more compelling recent studies, Emotional Expressions Reconsidered: Challenges to Inferring Emotion From Human Facial Movements, Lisa Feldman Barrett and her coauthors, “systematically review” evidence concerning emotion recognition to ultimately conclude that “how people communicate anger, disgust, fear,
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happiness, sadness, and surprise varies substantially across cultures, situations, and even across people within a single situation.”149 As Barrett and her coauthors note, emotion recognition literature is lacking context-specific studies of facial expressions.150 They propose that the unknowns around facial recognition technology should cause scientists to “step back from what we think we know about reading emotions in faces.”151 This warning should also be heeded by automated video interview system creators. Essentially, Barrett and her coauthors’ work invalidates automated video interviewing systems, not merely on the idea of biased algorithms or biased training data but on the premise that the entire field of science on which automated video interviewing is based is misleading. According to the authors:

[T]ech companies may well be asking a question that is fundamentally wrong. Efforts to simply 'read out’ people’s internal states from an analysis of their facial movements alone, without considering various aspects of context, are at best incomplete and at worst entirely lack validity, no matter how sophisticated the computational algorithms.152

III. LIMITATIONS IN LEGAL PROTECTIONS FOR APPLICANTS

Given the deeply flawed science behind automated video interviewing and the growing evidence that its use may perpetuate racial and other biases in hiring, one question remains: what legal protections, if any, are afforded to the job candidate who encounters automated video interviewing as a part of their job search? In the Sections below, the Article examines the extant legal protections available to job applicants and parse their limitations apropos automated video interviewing.

A. TITLE VII

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 “prohibits employers from discriminating against employees and applicants for employment on the bases of race, color, religion, national origin, and sex.”153 Video interviewing algorithms may run afoul of Title VII if algorithmic decision-making is found to discriminate against candidates across any of these protected classes. For
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example, algorithms relying on biased or incomplete training data may produce discriminatory hiring decisions that penalize those who do not reflect the White male majority that has historically held an advantage in the workplace.

A Title VII claim brought against a discriminatory video interview algorithm would likely follow the path of a disparate impact claim as opposed to disparate treatment. Intent is essential to disparate treatment claims, and it would be particularly difficult to prove intent when the machine acts as an opaque intermediary between employers and candidates.\(^\text{154}\) Intent may be especially difficult to prove in cases where video interview tools take steps to screen out bias on the basis of protected classes. Even if an employee could prove intent and harm under disparate treatment theory, an employer may still then claim a legitimate, nondiscriminatory alternative reason for its action.\(^\text{155}\) Plausible alternatives include a significant correlation between the tool in question and job performance.\(^\text{156}\)

Unfortunately, disparate impact theory offers only a slightly better protection. In McKenzie Raub’s Title VII analysis of video interview algorithms in *Bots, Bias and Big Data: Artificial Intelligence, Algorithmic Bias and Disparate Impact Liability*, she suggests that plaintiffs may have issues establishing a prima facie case under disparate impact theory “when the discrimination is the result of incomplete, incorrect, or non-representative data . . . [or data that] fails to represent groups in accurate proportions.”\(^\text{157}\) According to Raub, statistically proving discrimination, as required for a prima facie case, could be particularly complicated considering “segments of protected classes could be excluded from employment opportunities because of a lack of access to the required technology to participate in the hiring practices that use artificial intelligence.”\(^\text{158}\) Applying this insight specifically to video-based hiring, a minority applicant opt-out bias may mean that individuals who try to bring an adverse impact claim do not have enough peers who have used the technology to effectively prove their discrimination was statistical.
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rather than circumstantial. Thus, although a discriminatory video interview algorithm may in fact have an adverse impact, a lack of aggregated evidence may make it difficult for employees to establish a case for protection under Title VII.

Notably, other scholars take a slightly different approach from Raub on this issue by placing the onus on employers to prevent algorithmic discrimination. As those scholars argue, “employment antidiscrimination law imposes an affirmative duty of care on employers to ensure that they are avoiding practices that would constrain equal opportunity in employment.” Calling on the work of other legal scholars, I have argued that this duty, emanating from Title VII protections, would entail an “auditing imperative” for video interviewing. Such an imperative would require employers to proactively audit their algorithms for any instance of bias, which would in turn “enable litigation by generating data to serve as statistical evidence of disparate impact or by discovering practices that could be considered discrimination per se.” An auditing imperative could therefore aid plaintiffs in bringing an effective prima facie case under Title VII.

However, even if a job applicant can prove a prima facie case, it may be relatively easy for employers to establish that their criteria for the algorithmic models in question are job related and constitute a business necessity. Establishing a business necessity reason for the hiring practice can serve as an affirmative defense for employment discrimination. As previously noted, for issues concerning artificial intelligence, the primary question “seems to be ‘whether . . . the target variable . . . is job related’ . . . [and] actually predictive of the job related trait.” Video interview algorithms “are prognostic by nature,” created for the sole purpose of identifying job-related traits. Relying on biased input data—where a target variable is perhaps positively correlated with both successful job performance as well as historical discrimination—means that an employer may meet its burden to prove that a model correlates to job performance even if the model has a discriminatory impact. The open
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question concerning an employer’s burden of proof asks whether the model extends beyond proving mere statistical correlation to job performance; that is, as others have asked, does an employer have to go as far as to “[show] that no problems exist with the data or model construction that are biasing the results”? 166 The legal scholar Pauline Kim, suggests Title VII could be interpreted to apply this higher burden.167 However, many other scholars suggest that it is unlikely the Court would require such proof under existing case law.168 A plaintiff would need open access to an algorithm to parse out these insights themself—and such access would almost certainly be impossible to obtain.169 As Professor Sandra Sperino notes, employers are “reluctant to produce this information voluntarily,” resulting in an informational asymmetry that disadvantages plaintiffs in the litigation process.170

This power imbalance continues to play out even for plaintiffs who succeed to the next step in the litigatory process, when the claimant has the opportunity to prove that a less discriminatory alternative employment practice exists after an employer has made its case. As Raub points out, “[i]f an employer fails to effectively disclose or defend the validity of its algorithm and data collection . . . the plaintiff is hamstrung.”171 That is, a claimant cannot effectively defend themselves against a model they cannot examine or understand. James Grimmelman and Daniel Westreich come to a similar conclusion in Incomprehensible Discrimination, wherein they examine the legal implications of a hiring model that is positively correlated to job performance yet yields a discriminatory impact.172 Grimmelman and Westreich find that it may be hard for a claimant to “improve on an algorithm it did not create and does not understand”; thus, the claimant would likely fail to offer the sort of “concrete and less discriminatory alternative” necessary to prevail under current Title VII case law.173 Grimmelman and Westreich propose, like Pauline T. Kim, a heightened standard to prove business necessity, which would
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“[require an employer] to show not just that its model’s scores are . . . correlated with job performance but explain it.”174 While such a standard may help a plaintiff prevail, this heightened standard is far from the standard interpretation of an employer’s burden under Title VII.

Take, for example, cases of accent discrimination. Accent discrimination is a credible threat of automated video systems given that many video interview algorithms employ vocal analysis. In fact, a recent audit of HireVue’s algorithms suggest that accent discrimination may already be present in the company’s assessment outcomes.175 Title VII case law suggests that there is a path for candidates to bring such accent discrimination claims under Title VII’s “national origin” protection clause.176 Under Title VII, an employer may only consider an employee’s accent when making a hiring decision “if [the] accent materially interferes with being able to do the job.”177 Case law suggests that the mere presence of an accent alone does not rise to the level of material interference. In Fragante v. Honolulu, the Ninth Circuit distinguishes between discriminating against someone because an accent is present and discriminating on the grounds that an accent makes communication difficult.178 An employer may only make a hiring decision based on the “effect” of a candidate’s accent.179 Further, a manager’s subjective dislike or preference concerning an accent is likely not enough to prove material interference. In EEOC v. Brown and Brown Chevrolet, Inc., the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) charged that a car dealership’s failure to promote a salesman on the grounds he should “speak ‘more like an American’” was a Title VII violation.180 Algorithms which discriminate on the basis of accent would need to prove that the accent in question is a relevant factor in
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determining job performance. It is not clear that mere correlation between previous high performers is enough to meet this burden.

Yet, despite the potential for candidates to find protection under Title VII for instances of accent discrimination, the likelihood of prevailing remains low because employers are likely to mount a business necessity defense. As Mari Matsuda identifies in *Voices of America: Accent, Antidiscrimination Law, and a Jurisprudence for the Last Reconstruction*, in practice, “[t]he fact that communication is an important element of job performance . . . tends to trump this prohibition against discrimination, such that it is impossible to explain when or why plaintiffs will ever win in accent cases. In fact, they almost never do.”

According to Matsuda, the issue is that Title VII prohibits discrimination on the basis of a protected class but allows discrimination on the basis of “job ability.” For accent discrimination, this means that when employers argue that accent is inextricably linked to job-related communication skills, they can effectively evade Title VII liability. Matsuda summarizes the issue succinctly: “in every accent case the employer will raise the ‘[customers] ‘can’t understand [the employee or job candidate]’ defense, and in almost every reported case, the courts have accepted it.”

For video interview algorithms which show evidence of accent discrimination, this means that employers may effectively evade liability by claiming that the discrimination in question was a valid byproduct of the algorithm’s assessment of communication skills. Claiming the algorithm found that the applicant’s accent impeded effective communication with the AI in question may be enough for employers to prevail.

Overcoming the employer’s business necessity defense against a Title VII suit is incredibly difficult. Indeed, on the whole, Title VII places too great of a burden on plaintiffs to offer any substantive protection in the age of machine learning and video interviewing. Although there are mounting calls from some scholars to reconsider the mandates and burdens of Title VII in ways more favorable to plaintiffs, the current judicial interpretation of Title VII ultimately renders it inadequate to fully address the unlawfully discriminatory impact of video interviewing.

**B. THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT (ADA)**

Although the American with Disabilities Act (ADA) could provide some protection for disabled applicants, the heightened burden of proof for ADA
cases now established by Murray means that proving discrimination on the basis of a disability for job applicants may be difficult. In 1990, Congress passed the ADA, a piece of civil rights legislation designed to explicitly encode the rights of disabled individuals in law. Amended in 2008 to alter and significantly expand the definition of disability under the Act, the ADA applies to employers with fifteen or more employees and features specific protections for disabled individuals in various settings, including the job application process. The ADA specifically regulates preemployment assessments, prohibiting the use of “qualification standards, employment tests or other selection criteria that screen out or tend to screen out an individual with a disability or a class of individuals with disabilities” unless the assessment or criterion is proven to be a job-related, business necessity. As video interview algorithms serve as a form of assessment, they may therefore implicate the ADA if they are found to screen out applicants on the basis of their ability status. Employers must take care that their assessment algorithms allow employees with impairments concerning “sensory, manual, or speaking skills . . . [to achieve] results [that] accurately reflect the skills, aptitude, or whatever other factor of such applicant or employee that such test purports to measure.” Failure to do so constitutes discrimination under the ADA.

Beyond preemployment assessments, the ADA also includes specific provisions concerning medical examinations. Although an employer is permitted to “make preemployment inquiries into the ability of an applicant to perform job-related functions,” the Act prohibits any medical examination or inquiry to determine an applicant’s disability status—be it in kind or severity—unless it constitutes a job-related, business necessity. Regardless of job-relatedness, the Act prohibits an employer from requiring any medical examination.
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examinations before a conditional offer of employment is made. According to Melson-Silimon and her coauthors, in *Personality Testing and the Americans With Disabilities Act*, criteria for determining if a preemployment assessment constitutes a medical examination includes the following:

- the test (a) was administered by a healthcare/medical professional;
- (b) was interpreted by a healthcare or medical professional;
- (c) was originally designed to reveal an impairment or an applicant’s current mental or physical health;
- (d) was invasive;
- (e) measured a physiological response (e.g., heart rate) to a (job-related) physical task;
- (f) is typically used in a medical setting; or
- (g) involved the use of medical equipment.

193 Significantly, ADA provisions concerning medical examinations extend to “psychological tests that are designed to identify a mental disorder or impairment.” The EEOC effectively distinguishes between prohibited psychological tests that constitute a medical examination and other forms of psychological tests; it states there are some permissible tests for pre-offer employment screening under the ADA, “includ[ing] measures of honesty, preferences, and habits.”

The EEOC acted in numerous cases since the ADA went into effect. When and how it chooses to enforce the ADA may offer significant guidance for interpreting how it may approach enforcement in terms of video interview algorithms. Take, for example, *EEOC v. Subway Inc.*, filed in Indiana. The agency argued that the franchise “violated federal law by rejecting a hard-of-hearing applicant because of his hearing and resultant speech impairments.” The franchise allegedly chose not to hire an impaired candidate “because of
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his disability, citing a ‘communication concern’ due to the applicant’s ‘hearing’ and ‘speaking.’”\textsuperscript{198} The EEOC argued that this adverse employment action constituted disability discrimination that violated the ADA.\textsuperscript{199} This enforcement action is significant as it shows that the EEOC does not simply allow employers to argue that an impairment materially disqualifies a disabled individual from a given job. Although sandwich makers with specific ways of speaking may have been typical in the Subway franchise or may have even been preferable in the employer’s view, the EEOC effectively stated that such speaking patterns are not a legitimate consideration for job qualification such that the hard of hearing individual may be disqualified. Thus, video interview algorithms which consider certain speaking patterns in making an employment decision may directly violate the ADA.

In \textit{EEOC v. Randstad, US, LP}\textsuperscript{200} the EEOC filed suit against a Maryland company that failed to hire an individual once he disclosed his autism.\textsuperscript{201} The company allegedly initially considered the applicant highly qualified for the lab technician job in question, “fast-track[ing] [the candidate’s] participation in the hiring process” as result.\textsuperscript{202} Once the applicant disclosed his disability, however, “he was told that the lab technician position had been put ‘on hold.’”\textsuperscript{203} Ultimately, the applicant was not hired and the company went on to fill the position with another recruit. The EEOC argued that this adverse employment decision was made in response to the applicant’s autism disclosure in violation of the ADA.\textsuperscript{204} The case was settled with Randstad agreeing to pay $60,000.\textsuperscript{205} In the context of video interview assessments, this case is significant because it suggests that employers may be liable for discrimination based on a hidden disability once it is revealed through the hiring process. Given the invasive nature of data-based insights, a video interview algorithm may effectively disclose and penalize disability without an individual ever consenting to such disclosure, and this action would directly violate the ADA.
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Although automated video interviewing is still a relatively new practice, there is some case law concerning the legality of personality testing under the ADA. This case law proves compelling, if not controlling, precedent for certain video interview algorithms which also test for personality traits. HireVue, for example, states its assessments are designed to produce “excellent insight into attributes like social intelligence (interpersonal skills), communication skills, personality traits, and overall job aptitude.”

Given the vague yet potentially invasive nature of the insights video interview algorithms produce concerning an individual’s personality, it is valuable to consider how case law has treated personality testing under the ADA when evaluating protections for video interview candidates.

To the extent that automated video interviewing systems are also personality tests, the case of *Thompson v. Borg-Warner Protective Services Corp* (1996) has helped to establish these automated systems do not necessarily violate the ADA’s medical examination clause in all instances. The court found that plaintiff Bog-Warner’s use of a personality test called PASS-III to screen security guard applicants was legal. The court directly applied the factors laid out by the EEOC’s guidance to determine that PASS-III was not a medical exam for ADA purposes. By distinguishing between prohibited pre-offer medical exams and preemployment assessments that provided “information surrounding an applicant’s character or personality traits, and their fit for the job,” the court effectively found that personality tests may be permitted by the ADA in some forms. This precedent means that video interview assessments must therefore meet more specific criteria to invoke the ADA’s medical examination protection.

The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals decision in *Karraker v. Rent-A-Center* (2005) sheds insight on what an assessment that violates the ADA’s medical examination clause may look like. In *Karraker*, the court found that Rent-A-Centers use of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) as one of many variables in their pre-promotion test constituted discrimination under the ADA because “although applicant responses were not interpreted by a medical professional, the use of the MMPI would still be likely to identify
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and ‘weed out’ individuals with PDs who are protected under the ADA.” 211

The court found that the MMPI was at least partly designed to identify mental illness and thus constituted a medical examination.212

Applied to video interview algorithms, this case shows that algorithms need not be interpreted by a doctor to violate the ADA; they need only be proven to be designed even in part to reveal mental impairments. Based on Karraker’s precedent, any video interview algorithm that incorporated the MMPI or a similar medical assessment in its design may violate the ADA. However, given the opaque nature of algorithms, proving such integration would be nearly impossible. Furthermore, the MMPI is a more obvious example of an assessment designed to reveal mental impairments, given its use as a medical diagnostic tool. It is not clear how courts would apply this precedent to proprietary algorithmic insights, which de facto reveal impairments by coding for particular traits that are proxies for disability.

Even if courts found that automated video interviewing constituted an illegal medical assessment under the ADA, job candidates may still struggle to prevail on their claims. In Barnes v. Cochran, the court found that a preemployment psychological evaluation violated the ADA’s ban on pre-offer medical evaluation, applying the EEOC’s seven factor guidance to the case.213 However, the court nonetheless ruled in favor of the employers, reasoning that the plaintiff did not meet their burden of proof to show that “employment was denied for discriminatory reasons,” thus mooting the ADA violation.214

According to Melson-Silimon and her coauthors, “[t]his decision highlights the burden plaintiffs face when suing on the grounds of disability-based discrimination; specifically, any legitimate justification articulated by the defendant for an adverse employment decision must be proven by the plaintiff to be a pretext for discrimination.”215 Given that employment algorithms consider thousands of different data points, it may be nearly impossible to prove that the disability in question was the deciding factor in the algorithm’s ultimate employment recommendation. This is an issue not limited to medical examination cases, but one central to all ADA claims which may be brought against video interview algorithms.
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Critically, the ADA was modeled in part as parallel legislation to the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Title I of the ADA specifically and intentionally mirrors Title VII, down to EEOC enforcement power granted over both statutes. Applying the ADA to video interviewing thus faces many of the same challenges as seen in a Title VII case. ADA claims follow a similar litigation structure to Title VII claims, though they largely fall under disparate treatment theories rather than impact. This means that an applicant would need to prove an employer would not have made the adverse employment decision in question but for the individual’s disability. Thus, a claimant providing evidence that a video interview algorithm constituted a prohibited pre-offer medical examination or could have screened out candidates with disabilities is not enough. The candidate must still prove that in their specific case: the causative reason for why they did not get a job offer was that the interviewing algorithm screened them out on the basis of a disability. Satisfying such a burden of proof would require a deep insight into the algorithm in question, a level of access which the job applicant would almost certainly be denied. Prevailing on an ADA claim would therefore prove a serious challenge in the face of the opaque nature of hiring algorithms given that (1) many applicants are prevented from examining the hiring algorithms, and (2) the black box nature of some algorithms makes it difficult to ascertain how exactly the discrimination happened.

C. **Privacy Law Protection for Job Applicants?**

Besides potentially discriminatory harms, automated video interviewing systems pose great privacy risks because, as a necessary means to quantifying the veracity and character of job applicants, they capture a treasure trove of biometric data. Thus, another question is whether there are any extant privacy laws that can provide some legal protection to job applicants. The Sections below briefly review the different genres of privacy laws and policies and their limitations.
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1. Notice and Consent

In the United States, federal information privacy law and policy generally follows a framework known as “notice-and-consent.” Legal scholar Daniel Susser explains the origins of this framework in *Notice After Notice-and-Consent*, as he examines common criticism of the policy, advocating for the importance of privacy disclosures despite concerns about consent. Notice-and-consent grew out of a 1973 project by the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) to mitigate “the threat to individual privacy posed by the government’s move toward computerized record-keeping.” HEW’s response was to establish the “Fair Information Practice Principles” (FIPPs) to guide regulation and policymaking around information privacy. Critically, the FIPPs are only guidance: they do not in and of themselves have the weight of law. Rather, they “encourage” compliance through the threat of “Federal Trade Commission (FTC) enforcement actions” on the basis “‘unfair and deceptive’ trade practices.” Thus, the regulatory value of the FIPPs heavily depends on how the FTC conceptualizes and enforces them. The FTC updated the FIPPs in 2000 “as guidance for designing commercial privacy policies.” The revised FIPPs offer four recommendations concerning “Notice,” “Choice,” “Access,” and “Security,” stating that:

1. Notice—Websites would be required to provide consumers clear and conspicuous notice of their information practices, including what information they collect, how they collect it (e.g., directly or through nonobvious means such as cookies), how they use it, how they provide choice, access, and security to consumers, whether they disclose the information collected to other entities, and whether other entities are collecting information through the site.

2. Choice—Websites would be required to offer consumers choices as to how their personal identifying information is used.
used beyond the use for which the information was provided.

3. Access—Websites would be required to offer consumers reasonable access to the information a website has collected about them, including a reasonable opportunity to review information and to correct inaccuracies or delete information.

4. Security—Websites would be required to take reasonable steps to protect the security of the information they collect from consumers.

These principles gave rise to the notice-and-consent regime. Susser purports that the FIPP revisions are significant given their “procedural” nature. Because the FTC “drop[ped] the substantive concerns about data reliability and purpose specificity” that were central to the original FIPPs, the resulting notice-and-consent framework essentially allows employers to use consumer information as they see fit, so long as consumers knowingly agree.

According to Susser, critics have panned this “free-market approach to privacy” for (1) not truly providing consumers “real options to choose from”; (2) allowing businesses to exploit “information asymmetries” at the expense of the uninformed consumer; (3) proving to be an unfeasible method for “engag[ing] with a huge number of information actors” in the modern day; (4) forcing consumers to “make onetime decisions” about particular pieces of data without knowing the long term “aggregate” effects of that data; and (5) ignoring the “social interests” inherent to data, instead vesting all decision-making authority with consumers.

Susser, following various other critics including Joel Reidenberg, Solon Barocas, and Helen Nissenbaum, ultimately declares “[n]otice-and-consent . . . to be a failed regulatory model.” He joins other scholars in proposing an alternative model for regulating information privacy in the age of Big Data, explored in more detail below.

The notice-and-consent framework’s failures are especially salient in the context of algorithm-based video interviewing. Consenting to give up one’s data rights in the video interview process may not feel like much of a choice when employment is at stake; companies may not offer, or advertise that they offer, any meaningful alternative method of job candidate evaluation. As such, the nature of the hiring process means candidates may consent by default. Furthermore, it is important to consider when and how employers provide
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notice disclosures to candidates. Some video interview vendors only act as “data processor[s]”; that is, employers retain the rights to control the data candidates provide, not the software company itself.\(^{233}\) Thus, a candidate cannot simply turn to a vendor’s website to understand how their data will be used. They instead must seek out an employer’s privacy policy directly.

These practices pose two potential issues. First, how employers choose to provide a privacy notice would likely have a big impact on whether the candidate was actually capable of consenting: if the disclosure occurred right before a candidate started an interview, it is likely that the applicant may see consent as part of the bargain to have the opportunity for an interview. Second, delegating data control to employers means that a candidate’s privacy rights are directly tied to the power asymmetry of the preemployment relationship. Candidates may be less likely to ask questions or request data access from an employer for fear of risking their job opportunity. What’s more, candidates who engage with the same video interview software for interviews across multiple companies may not realize that their privacy rights are changing with each successive interview. As such, they may only read the first disclosure and consent to all successive disclosures under the assumption that the substance is the same. This potential confusion is significant given the serious privacy issues inherent to video interviewing, discussed in more detail below.

Above all, as Susser identified, notice-and-consent’s procedural protections do not address any of the substantive privacy issues that candidates face. If an employer chooses to share the highly sensitive, aggregated data insights they mined from a candidate’s interview with other businesses or potential employers, it’s not clear what substantive right notice-and-consent would give a candidate over their data if the candidate had already signed an initial, broad consent agreement.

2. **State Law**

Given the massive gaps federal privacy law leaves, some states have taken steps to protect against the threat of employers harnessing the power of Big Data. For example, in 2019, Illinois passed the Artificial Intelligence Video Interview Act (AIVIA), specifically designed to govern privacy risks associated

\(^{233}\) HireVue Privacy Notice, HIREVUE, https://www.hirevue.com/privacy#what-info-does-hirevue-collect (Jan. 20, 2021) (“If you are a job candidate (‘Candidate’) or employee (‘Employee’) using our Services on behalf of one of our customers who are engaging us to provide the Services to them (the ‘Potential Employers’), we are collecting and processing your personal information on behalf of the Potential Employers. In such cases, we are acting as a data processor and are collecting and processing your personal information on their behalf and in accordance with their instructions.”).
with video interview assessments. This law, dubbed “the first of its kind in the US,” includes five main requirements to which employers using AI video technology, such as HireVue, must adhere. First, employers are required to “[n]otify the applicant, in advance, that the organization is using the technology to analyze video interviews.” The law further mandates that employers “[e]xplain to the applicant ‘how the [AI] works’ and what general characteristics the technology uses to evaluate applicants.” This clear call for transparency is helpful. However, many video technology companies do not publish adequate information on the workings of their products. Thus, the effects of this part of the law may take one of two paths: either AI video providers will be forced to publish more information about their algorithms or the standard for meeting this transparency mandate will be effectively so low as to render it meaningless. Beyond transparency, the law requires that employers “[o]btain, in advance, the applicant’s consent to use the technology.” The law also features provisions for data protection. It imposes limits on “the distribution and sharing of the video,” granting access “to only those persons ‘whose expertise or technology’ is necessary to evaluate the applicant.” Further, candidates are given some control over what happens to the video after their assessment. Employers are required to “destroy the video (and all backup copies) within 30 days” of the applicant requesting its destruction.

Law firm David Wright Tremaine LLP (DWT) identifies a few key issues with the law. Chiefly, the law fails to define “‘artificial intelligence’ and ‘artificial intelligence analysis’” along with other “key terms.” This ambiguity may mean that certain employer AI uses, such as “to track data about its candidates,” may not be covered. Further, ambiguity in the transparency part
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of the law may, as suggested above, poses serious problems for its effective use. DWT notes that the law does not go in-depth to specify or define “how much detail about the AI technology an employer must provide when ‘explaining how artificial intelligence works’ to an applicant” or what “‘characteristics’ of the AI employers must disclose.”

Therefore, employers may be permitted to use broad, cursory statements such as “AI will assess a candidate’s performance” to satisfy this requirement—statements that do not serve the true spirit of transparency. There is further no requirement that candidate consent be expressly written. DWT notes, further, that the law “does not include a private right of action or any explicit penalties”; this could raise serious issues in enforcing its provisions.

As for data destruction, DWT points out that it is not clear if “data that an employer extracts or derives from the video interviews . . . is subject to the destruction duty under the law.” If such data is not protected by AIVIA, then the extent to which the act allows candidates control over their interview data is potentially limited. Lastly, DWT points out that “there is no guidance on what it means for a job to be ‘based in’ Illinois, and the statute is silent as to whether employees may refuse to consider applicants who refuse to consent.”

Ultimately, AIVIA is a step in the right direction, as it touches on the serious concerns of transparency and data rights. However, the primary, overarching issue with the act is a lack of specificity. Failing to define key terms, expand on essential provisions, or stipulate any enforcement mechanism means that the effective impact of transparency and data rights measures is limited and employers who wish to evade the law may do so. Further, although some employers may surely make a good faith effort to comply, many employers themselves are not privy to how the AI they use truly works. Companies such as HireVue keep a close guard over their algorithms and technologies to protect their market share, to the detriment of clients and candidates alike. In order to push AI video interview companies to be more transparent, the law must put in place effective penalties such that employers would not choose to use technology unless AI companies provided enough information. Effective legislation must hold enough weight to impact all stakeholders in the AI video interview universe. Again, it is important to reiterate that Illinois is “at the forefront of regulating technology and personal
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data.” AIVIA should be commended as first-of-its-kind legislation that is shedding light on critical issues of public interest. It simply needs to go further to counterbalance the immense power that the AI sphere currently holds. Regardless, AIVIA acts as a model for other states to specifically protect consent and disclosure data rights around video interviewing. Given that federal protections may not apply, such specific legislation is an important first step to protecting applicant data.

Another Illinois law, the Biometric Information Privacy Act (BIPA), passed in 2008, offers more substantive protections around the specific issue of biometric privacy. Key BIPA provisions around biometric data collection and use by businesses include “informed consent,” “a limited right to disclosure,” “protection obligations and retention guidelines,” “prohibitions on] profiting from biometric data,” “a private right of action for individuals harmed by BIPA violations,” and provisions for “statutory damages.”

Given that video interview assessments varyingly consider vocal and facial expressions, assessments may actually qualify for BIPA protections as biometric data refers to “the measurement and statistical analysis of an individual’s physical and behavioral characteristics,” including “voice prints,” “face . . . features,” “gestures,” and “voice.” While BIPA is primarily procedural in nature—again adhering to the federal notice-and-consent framework—it does afford candidates the right to sue and protections concerning third party access to sensitive biometric data. This is important considering the serious potential harm that may come to candidates if sensitive biometric interview data is sold to third parties, not in the least limited to the threat of deep fakes as discussed in a later Section. BIPA therefore fills a gap as it encodes specific kinds of information privacy in law, though it stops short of prohibiting the collection of such information altogether. Unfortunately, while other states, including Texas and Washington, have passed similar laws, these states appear to offer even more limited protections than Illinois.
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Therefore, while offering a partially useful model, BIPA does not constitute or represent sweeping biometric privacy protections at the state level.

Some states have gone beyond specific privacy applications, instead creating more broad privacy protections to govern information exchanges at large. The California Consumer Privacy Rights Act (CCPA) offers one such example. Recently passed in 2020, CCPA gives consumers specific, enumerated rights over their data including the

1. Right to Correct Inaccurate Information . . .
2. Right to Have Personal Information Collected Subject to Data Minimization and Purpose Limitations . . .
4. Right to Access Information . . . [and]
5. Right to Opt Out of Sharing Information with Third Parties.

As of January 1, 2021, CCPA protections were extended to Californian job applicants. Although the CCPA largely follows notice-and-consent frameworks, it takes significant steps towards giving consumers and employees meaningful control over their data by allowing individuals to opt-out of data sharing and certain uses of their data over its lifespan.

Given the law’s newness, it’s hard to measure its practical effects; reports suggest that the law’s launch has resulted in a mix of “firms . . . disclosing too little data—or far too much.” Companies such as Uber and Lyft have been selective as to what data they choose to disclose and what they choose to

to enforce the law as the law does not provide a private right of action); H.B. 1493, 65th Leg., 2017 Sess. (Wash. 2017) (limiting the definition of “biometric data” so that it likely excludes the facial recognition technology social media and photo storage websites use to automatically tag users in digital photographs and applying the law only to those biometric identifiers who are “enrolled” in a commercial database).
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One Los Angeles man who tried to access his data reported that “everyone seems to be...seeing what they can get away with....I hate to say it, but I think the companies are going to win.”

Thus, compliance remains a point of contention. Even if a state creates an all-encompassing information privacy law that extends to consumers and job applicants alike, ensuring that companies actually comply with the law is a massive regulatory task that state level agencies may struggle to keep up with. This reality makes the need for federal regulation with comprehensive enforcement mechanisms all the more critical.

On the whole, state laws offer some information privacy protections for certain states’ citizens who fall within certain categories. However, essentially no federal or state law offers an affirmative declaration of the data rights of job applicants. Notice-and-consent guidance has resulted in a serious gap in substantive protections. These patchwork state protections ultimately do not provide comprehensive protections.

3. Fair Credit Report Act (FCRA) to the Rescue?

The Fair Credit Reporting ACT (FCRA) is a “1970 [law enacted] to regulate the credit reporting industry because of concerns about the fairness and accuracy of credit reports.” In recent years, legal scholars, and even the FTC, have suggested that its consumer privacy protections may extend to businesses using consumer data and data-based insights. Thus, it is important to consider what, if any, privacy protections the FCRA may offer to video interview candidates.

The FCRA governs “companies...collecting and sharing third-party data that is used or expected to be used as a factor in determining eligibility for credit, insurance, employment, or other purpose[s] authorized under the
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FCRA.” These companies are considered “consumer reporting agencies” (CRAs) under the FCRA, formally defined as

any person which, for monetary fees, dues, or on a cooperative nonprofit basis, regularly engages in whole or in part in the practice of assembling or evaluating consumer credit information or other information on consumers for the purpose of furnishing consumer reports to third parties.

Legal scholars Pauline T. Kim and Erika Hanson note that “entities that assemble and evaluate information for noncommercial uses as well as entities that assemble information about the entity’s own interactions with its customers” are not considered CRAs. Therefore, employers likely could not qualify as CRAs as interview reports would be for internal, noncommercial use; however, external video interview vendors who provide assessments to employers may. Thus, from the outset, it seems that the FCRA may govern video interview vendors to the extent that the data collected during a video interview is (1) for commercial use, and (2) considered a consumer report. Kim and Hanson refer to a three-prong framework that courts have developed to determine if “information constitutes a consumer report under the law”:

1) the information was communicated by the consumer reporting agency; 2) it bears on the “consumer’s credit worthiness, character, general reputation, personal characteristics, or mode of living”; and 3) it was “used or expected to be used or collected in whole or in part for one of the enumerated purposes.

All “elements” must be “satisfie[d]” to constitute a consumer report. Also expressly excluded from “consumer reports” are “report[s] containing information solely as to transactions or experiences between the consumer and the person making the report.” It seems plausible that video interviews may fall within this exclusion: the only consumer-specific data that interview assessments consider is collected from the interaction between the candidate and the algorithm. However, the algorithms do consider thousands of external
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data points about other individuals.\textsuperscript{269} Although this is not information about the consumer, it is information used to make judgments and assumptions about the consumer which are not limited to the “transactions or experiences between the consumer” and reporter.\textsuperscript{270} The question would be to what extent this external information is actually “contain[ed]” within the report.\textsuperscript{271}

Thus, it seems possible that video interviews, where vendors collect candidate data to determine a candidate’s “character” or “personal characteristics” (amongst other things) for the purposes of employment eligibility qualify, could qualify as consumer reports under the FCRA.\textsuperscript{272} Therefore, video interview vendors would likely qualify as CRAs. As I explored in a prior law review article, \textit{The Paradox of Automation as Anti-Bias Intervention}, applying FCRA frameworks to hiring algorithms “may…enable the job applicant to discover if the employer had access to discriminatory information or even to establish a pattern of discriminatory information furnished to the employer for protected groups, thus perhaps assisting in a disparate impact cause of action.”\textsuperscript{273} As a CRA, vendors would be required to “follow reasonable procedures to assure the maximum possible accuracy of [their] files,”\textsuperscript{274} including allowing “consumers to review information in their files without charge, investigate alleged inaccuracies, and provide information to consumers about their rights.”\textsuperscript{275} Employers, as the entity using the consumer report, would be required to provide a clear, conspicuous, and stand-alone disclosure [to applicants] that a consumer report may be obtained for employment purposes; they would be required to request written authorization from the applicant or employee for procurement of the report; and certify to the consumer reporting agency its compliance with the requirements of the statute and that it will not violate any equal employment opportunity law.\textsuperscript{276}

Furthermore, the FCRA would require that an employer “provide notice before rejecting a job application . . . or taking any other adverse employment action” in addition to “provid[ing the applicant] a copy of the consumer report relied upon and a description of the individual’s rights under the FCRA,”
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which include “an opportunity to review the report and attempt to correct any mistakes.”\textsuperscript{277} After rejecting the applicant, the employer would further have to follow through with several more procedural steps, including providing information about the CRA who provided the report and “notice of the individual’s rights to dispute the accuracy or completeness of the report and to receive an additional copy of the report if requested within sixty days.”\textsuperscript{278} Failure to comply would result in FTC enforcement action.\textsuperscript{279}

As Kim and Hanson note, the FCRA’s protections are “procedural.”\textsuperscript{280} Indeed, the FCRA does not offer job applicants any substantive right to privacy and does not “[limit] . . . the types of information that can be collected or reported.”\textsuperscript{281} However, if video interviews were considered consumer reports under the FCRA, it seems possible that FCRA protections may ameliorate some problems inherent to video interviewing. Particularly, given the opaque nature of algorithms, disclosures concerning the reasoning for an adverse employment action on the basis of the interview may provide valuable “insight as to how [candidates] are evaluated” and could help society “regain some measure of checks over the information that is used to ‘screen’ candidates as part of the automated hiring trend.”\textsuperscript{282}

Of course, these protections do not go far enough to control what kind of invasive data employers collect and how they use it. As Spencer Mainka observes in *Algorithm-Based Recruiting Technology in the Workplace*, “[t]he FCRA provides no relief for an applicant who was denied an opportunity based on inaccurate data because the FCRA only regulates the process.”\textsuperscript{283} In this way, FCRA follows the same pattern of free-market regulation as notice-and-consent. The invasive nature of the privacy threats that video interviewing poses requires more substantive protections. Beyond all of this, video interviews are likely excluded from FCRA protection, falling within the exclusion of “report[s] containing information solely as to transactions or experiences between the consumer and the person making the report.”\textsuperscript{284} The FCRA’s privacy protections may therefore not even apply at all. Regardless, it is useful to consider the utility of disclosure, central to the FCRA’s
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frameworks, in combatting the opaque nature of algorithmic decision-making for employment.

IV. APPLYING A LEX INFORMATICA FRAMEWORK

Given the identified limitations of existing law to address the unlawfully discriminatory potential of automated video interviewing, it is important to consider other types of regulatory frameworks. In his prescient 1998 article, *Lex Informatica*, legal scholar Joel R. Reidenberg identified “three substantive legal policy areas” that he argued were “in a critical state of flux in the network environment,” similar to the instability early merchants faced as they navigated jurisdictions. For merchants, the solution came in the form of “a distinct body of law known as the ‘Lex Mercatoria.’” Influenced by “[c]ustom and practices” of the trade, Lex Mercatoria acted “independent of local rules and assured commercial participants of basic fairness in their relationships.” Reidenberg argues that the rules of information technology can act in the same way. That is, in order to properly regulate information flows in the digital age, policymakers must first turn to “the set of rules for information flows imposed by technology and communication networks” which foster their own “Lex Informatica.”

A true benefit of a Lex Informatica framework is that it “relies typically on *ex ante* measures of self-execution.” Unlike the current aspects of the U.S. legal regime, which some scholars have criticized as “backward-looking,” Lex Informatica “allows automated monitoring of information access and use,” preventing rule violations from ever occurring. Whereas traditional law requires candidates to know a violation of their rights occurred in order to seek protection—a serious problem given the opaque nature of algorithmic decision-making—technological solutions under a Lex Informatica framework provide some assurance that such violations will not occur in the first place by, for one, addressing design elements that aid in discriminatory practices. This *ex ante* aspect is especially valuable given the permanent harms impermissible data use may inflict on candidates; just as spilled milk can never be fully
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returned to the carton, exposed data can never be fully recovered and protected, no matter what a court orders.

Applying a Lex Informatica framework to video interviewing means developing legislation that considers the capabilities of the technology itself rather than solely how the actors intend to use it or the use in practice. It is important to underscore here that Lex Informatica is not techno-solutionism. As Reidenberg emphasizes, rather than a replacement for all traditional regulation, “Lex Informatica must be seen as a distinct source of policy action. Effective channeling of Lex Informatica requires a shift in the focus of government action away from direct regulation and toward indirect influence.” Reidenberg chiefly argues that government must seek to influence how technology is developed from its inception, thus impacting technological design and development by participating in “funding” to “regulate[] behavior and . . . standards,” rather than merely seeking to address just the consequences of technology.

A. TREATMENT OF CONTENT

Applying a Lex Informatica framework to the video interviewing process also means considering the treatment of content acquired from candidates. I concur with legal scholars who have argued that the Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures should apply in negotiating what content will be digested by automated hiring systems. Although the Uniform Guidelines are not law, they are seen as authoritative and have influenced decisions in employment discrimination cases.
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The Uniform Guidelines are useful because they set standards for when selection criteria could be considered valid. Thus, the Guidelines provide for “three kinds of validation: criterion, content and construct.” The aim of all three types of validation is to prompt the employer to provide evidence of a predictive causal relationship between the selection method and the job performance:

Evidence of the validity of a test or other selection procedure by a criterion-related validity study should consist of empirical data demonstrating that the selection procedure is predictive of or significantly correlated with important elements of job performance. Evidence of the validity of a test or other selection procedure by a content validity study should consist of data showing that the content of the selection procedure is representative of important aspects of performance on the job for which the candidates are to be evaluated. Evidence of the validity of a test or other selection procedure through a construct validity study should consist of data showing that the procedure measures the degree to which candidates have identifiable characteristics which have been determined to be important in successful performance in the job for which the candidates are to be evaluated.

I thus interpret the Uniform Selection Guidelines as requiring that: (1) the variables used by the automated video interviewing algorithm relate to important aspects of the job, (2) the data from the automated video allow for the prediction of future job performance, and (3) the selected candidates from the automated video interview have characteristics that can be identified as casually liked to superior job performance.

1. Criterion Validity for Automated Video Interviewing

The current iteration of automated video interviewing systems fails criterion validity. The Uniform Guidelines requires for criterion validity: “Evidence of the validity of a test or other selection procedure by a criterion-related validity study should consist of empirical data demonstrating that the selection procedure is predictive of or significantly correlated with important elements of job performance.” However, as discussed earlier in the Article, experts dispute whether empirical evidence supports the conclusion that automated video interviewing is predictive of important elements of job performance.
performance, such as a “veracity” or “conscientiousness.” Thus, since it is disputed that automated video interviewing systems can measure these variables, these systems have not met the standard for criterion validity.

2. **Content Validity for Automated Video Interviewing**

Automated video interviewing systems are also on shaky ground when it comes to content validity. The Uniform Guidelines maintain: “Evidence of the validity of a test or other selection procedure by a content validity study should consist of data showing that the content of the selection procedure is representative of important aspects of performance on the job for which the candidates are to be evaluated.” Scholars have described automated video interviewing systems as attempting to decipher a wide range of behaviors and personality states. This invites criticism that some of the variables that the automated hiring system is attempting to capture are simply not representative of important parts of the job that candidate is seeking.

3. **Construct Validity for Automated Video Interviewing**

The construct validity of automated video interviewing systems also seems uncertain. The Uniform Guidelines declare:

Evidence of the validity of a test or other selection procedure through a construct validity study should consist of data showing that the procedure measures the degree to which candidates have identifiable characteristics which have been determined to be important in successful performance in the job for which the candidates are to be evaluated.

This part gets into the error rates of automated video interviewing systems. Even if these systems have been programmed to be predictive of job performance and the variables used do represent important aspects of the job, questions remain about whether the programs work accurately. The black box nature of many automated decision-making systems makes answering these questions difficult. An audit in which non-selected candidates are compared to
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selected candidates (in a longitudinal study) would be one way to confirm the accuracy of automated hiring platforms.\footnote{307. See Ajunwa, supra note 7, at 672 (citing O’NEILL RISK CONSULTING AND ALGORITHMIC AUDITING, DESCRIPTION OF ALGORITHMIC AUDIT: PRE-BUILT ASSESSMENTS 1, 1–2 (2020), \url{https://webapi.hirevue.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/oneil-risk-consulting-and-algorithmic-auditing-01-2021.pdf} (“On January 11, 2021, HireVue announced that it had brought in the auditing entity, O’Neil Risk Consulting and Algorithmic Auditing (‘ORCAA’), to conduct an audit of its video its algorithms considered. The report of the audit, however, left many questions unanswered. For one, ORCAA limited the audit to ‘pre-built assessments used in hiring early career candidates, including from college campuses.’ ”)).}

B. TREATMENT OF PERSONAL INFORMATION

Lex Informatica provides a regulatory framework for the vast trove of biometric data subsumed in the automated interviewing process. Much of these data reveal demographic characteristics and are also personally identifiable information (PII) and are thus highly sensitive information that should enjoy heightened legal protection. One advantage of the Lex Informatica framework is that it recognizes the role that the technological capabilities of technological systems could play in regulation. As I previously discussed in another law review article, one great technological capability is that decision-makers could segregate demographic data prior to an employment decision.\footnote{308. See Ajunwa, supra note 7, at 651.} In the context of automated video interviewing, this could hide the video from the human decision-maker behind an information wall and only share the scores from the interviewing algorithm.

The technological capabilities of an automated hiring system also provide other mechanisms for protecting PII. For example, the system could be designed to work on access keys, which allow certain parties to view the information or that restrict access after a period of time. In addition, the data containing PII could be programmed to self-destruct after a period of time or if unauthorized access is attempted.

C. PRESERVATION OF OWNERSHIP RIGHTS: “PRIVACY AS TRADE SECRECY”

Other types of enforcement systems such as a property rights enforcement model for the data of automated video interview candidates could also be feasible under the Lex Informatica framework, especially under the prong that calls for the preservation of ownership rights. In Privacy as Intellectual Property?, Professor Pamela Samuelson considers that, chiefly, “a property rights model” of information privacy would both “establish a right in individuals to sell their personal data and thereby capture some of the value their data have in the
marketplace” as well as “force companies to internalize certain social costs of the widespread collection and use of personal data now borne by others.”\(^3\)\(^{309}\)

However, she acknowledges that property interests and privacy interests do not always align, as “individuals may not have just one interest in personal information, but many interests,” which may differ according to individuals or circumstances.\(^3\)\(^{310}\)

Therefore, Professor Samuelson suggests “an alternative market-oriented legal regime for protecting personal information” built on “a default rule providing individuals with certain rights to control the collection or processing of personal information about them while also providing individuals with the power to contract away this right (e.g., when they receive compensation for doing so).”\(^3\)\(^{311}\)

Samuelson proposes that trade secrecy law, as opposed to intellectual property, offers a buildable model to start from, as it “facilitates license transactions in information, while . . . providing default rules to govern uses and disclosures of protected information, and setting minimum standards of acceptable commercial practice.”\(^3\)\(^{312}\) Essentially, if information privacy policy was rooted in trade secrecy, individuals would have the power to “license” rights to their data for limited uses in particular circumstances without running the risk that third parties data uses or disclosures violate the parties’ agreement.\(^3\)\(^{313}\)

Identifying and enforcing a property right in the data collected from video interview job applicants could be part of a Lex Informatica regulatory approach for automated video interviewing. A start is to formally identify the job applicant’s property right in the biometric data collected as part of automated video interviewing. This could be supervised by the EEOC as the employment standards regulatory agency\(^3\)\(^{314}\) or under the FTC, which considers lawful uses for technology used as part of commerce.\(^3\)\(^{315}\) Establishing such a property right would mean that the job applicant could retain control over what data could be acquired by the employer and that the job applicant could also constrain the use cases for the data. Exercising control of the data could mean that the job candidate signs a pre-interview contract that serves as a license to the biometric data for the prospective employer. Not only would
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such a license explicitly outline the types of data that could be collected from the job applicant, but the license could also delineate the boundaries for use cases of the data.

To illustrate, in another law review article, I have detailed the risk of “algorithmic blackballing” that could arise from the unfettered access to the applicant data that automated hiring currently affords the employer.316 This means that the applicant data collected as part of an interview for a failed employment bid could be resurrected during a second bid for employment and once again used to thwart employment. A regulatory regime wherein job applicants license interview data in exchange for consideration for, and solely for, the purpose of being considered for a specific job position would eliminate much of the danger of algorithmic blackballing. This is because the applicant could, through licensing, retain control over the shelf life of the data collected and could dictate a hard delete of the data after the first job attempt.

V. CONCLUSION

Humans have long judged each other by physical appearance.317 From time to time, there have been efforts to elevate this practice into science.318 Yet, at each instance, the scientific method has revealed no clear causative link between a person’s facial features, facial expressions, and their character.319 With automated video interviewing, we see an attempt to routinize this human practice as a matter of business procedure, to quantify the practice of judging the character of humans by physical traits, and to delegate this practice to machines. If finding the right employee can be likened to the romantic selection process, then the use of automated video interviewing and concomitant facial analysis may be likened to the myth of Narcissus. As the legend goes, Narcissus rejected many romantic prospects and instead fell in love with his own reflection. While admiring his reflection in a pool, Narcissus fell in and drowned. Automated hiring systems may be seen as mirrors that reflect to us the racial, gender, and ableist biases present in our society, biases which dictate who would make the ideal employee. The bedrock legal principle
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of equal opportunity in employment demands that the law should intervene. Given the limitations of traditional antidiscrimination laws to address the unlawfully discriminatory capabilities of automated hiring systems, a Lex Informatica derived framework, which provides a proactive ex ante approach of influencing design principles, would provide more meaningful governance of automated video interviewing systems.